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It’s everywhere!

The Bible’s influence is woven into to the 
very fabric of America.

It may be hard to believe, based on the 
things we hear and see today, but American 
history, government, and politics are all strongly 
influenced by the Bible. 

And nowhere is this more apparent than 
in Washington, D.C. 

Many of our capital’s key buildings, sites, 
and monuments give testimony to the Bible’s 
significance in society. It’s there in plain 
sight — you just have to know where to look.

We’re going to take Museum of the Bible 
visitors to see for themselves. Guests will 
arrive on the Impact Floor and be invited to 
climb aboard…

Museum of the Bible’s state-of-the-art 
Flyboard Ride will offer guests a flight around 
town, as they virtually soar above Washington, 
D.C., en route to several destinations, offering 
a bird’s-eye view of the Bible, entrenched in 
our nation’s heritage.

Stops will include:
• The Court Chamber of the Supreme

Court Building to appreciate the sculpted 
marble frieze of Moses with the Ten 
Commandments looking down on the 
justices

• Union Station to view the inscription “The
Truth Shall Set You Free” from John’s 
gospel

• The Library of Congress to take a look at
the biblical quotations atop its columns

• The Capitol Building to admire the
rotunda’s painting of early settlers which 
emphasizes the words “God We Trust” and 
the prayer room’s stained glass window 
featuring George Washington kneeling in 
prayer, surrounded by the words of Psalm 
16

The journey also includes visits to many 
of our national monuments where inscriptions 
echo the Bible’s influence. Virtual visits to 
the Washington Monument, the Jefferson, 
Lincoln, and Martin Luther King Jr. Memorials, 
Holocaust Museum, and Arlington National 
Cemetery will each provide insightful 
experiences of the Bible’s and America’s 
shared past.

It’s impossible to separate the Bible 
from our nation’s identity. They’re deeply 
intertwined. 

Our Flyboard Ride is one of many fresh 
and exciting ways Museum of the Bible visitors 
will be able to uniquely experience the Bible’s 
history, narrative, and impact.
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“Fly out” from the museum 
to visit great sites around 

Washington, D.C.

FLYBOARD RIDE
A Flight through the Bible’s Impact on our Nation



A performance mock-up was tested in Austria. The 
glass, aluminum, and steel were all specially fabricated 
in Germany. The journey of all the components, door-
to-door, took a month via cargo ship. 

• More than 350 pieces of low-iron glass — some of
the clearest glass available — with a book-edge frit
pattern of more than 16 million custom points

• More than 170 pieces of steel with intumescent
fireproofing
Steel installation began on site in March. Aluminum in

April. Glass in June. The Galley Glass roof is scheduled 
to be completed this fall.

Beneath the glass roof structure, Museum of the 
Bible guests will be treated to an extraordinary rooftop 
biblical garden and restaurant, the glass providing an 
unobstructed view of the U.S. Capitol.

We’re one step closer to the museum’s grand opening; 
one step closer to guests from around the world and 
all walks of life having a museum experience — a Bible 
experience — like no other.

 The Galley Glass roof is scheduled 
to be completed this fall.

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
THE SIXTH FLOOR’S GALLEY GLASS ROOF
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Great things happen when you (a) equip the next 
generation of biblical scholars and (b) allow them to 
research a vast reservoir of primary sources!

Museum of the Bible’s Scholars Initiative brings these 
two aims together — and the results are tremendous!

Nick Zola, Ph.D., can tell you firsthand. He begins 
a tenure-track position teaching New Testament at 
Pepperdine University this fall. He credits opportunities 
through his involvement with the Scholars Initiative, 
the research arm of Museum of the Bible, with opening 
doors that led to his new position.

“I was introduced to the Scholars Initiative as a 
doctoral student at Baylor University,” Zola says. “I had 
the privilege of working on an unpublished fragment of 
Paul’s letter to the Romans.”

In his first full-time teaching position at Lincoln 
Christian University, Dr. Zola made the transition from 
student to mentor, leading a group of his own students 
in editing a new fragment. Being a co-editor on two 
unpublished fragments bolstered his curricula vitae. 

But the experience and the connections he gained in 
the field were even more meaningful.

“Through the Scholars Initiative, I’d made the 
acquaintance of mentors working on the Pepperdine 
team,” he explains. “When a faculty position opened 
there, I was already known to members of the search 
committee.”

In bringing a global network of academics and student-
scholars together, providing opportunities for present 
and future scholars to work side-by-side, conducting 
primary studies on items in Museum of the Bible’s 
extensive collection, the Scholars Initiative is having 
a tremendous impact in the field of biblical research, 
today and tomorrow.

SCHOLARS INITIATIVE PROFILE
NICK ZOLA

Museum of the Bible’s Scholars 
Initiative brings these two aims together 

— and the results are tremendous!

NICK ZOL A
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Museum of the Bible’s Bible curriculum is receiving 
tremendous reviews everywhere it’s being tested. Teachers 
and staff members with the schools and organizations 
using it are speaking out. Here is what some of them 
are saying:

• “The students like it a lot. This is a very unique way to
learn the stories of the Bible and how they connect to
our life today.”
— Shely Suliman, Teacher, Remez High School, Ramat Gan, Israel

• “Because we are teaching the Bible here in Israel,
using the latest technology to engage the students, we
are seeing a lot of impact.”
— Gil Ilutowich, CEO Compedia, Ramat Gan, Israel

• “We did not touch the Bible itself. It remains the same
book, but what we added are new layers of content
that connect the book to modern, day-to-day life. The
book, plus technology, plus the relevant information
that connects with the student’s life — that makes for
a broader experience with the Bible.”
— Nadavi Noked, Teacher, Ramat Gan, Israel

• “It put flesh on the Bible. The details accompanied by
artifacts and maps helped make the Bible real for my
kids.”
— Staff member, By the Hand, Chicago, IL, a faith-based after-
school program that takes more than 1,000 children by the hand
and walks with them through college

This is the tremendous impact you’re making possible. 
We could not do it without you!

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING ABOUT... 
MUSEUM OF THE BIBLE’S CURRICULUM

“It seemed 
to spark my 

kids’ curiosity, 
which is key for 

learning.”
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A Bible designed to stop an enemy’s bullet…

When President Franklin D. Roosevelt declared 
December 7, 1941, “a date which will live in infamy,” 
requesting Congress officially declare war on Japan, 
he concluded, “we will gain the inevitable triumph — so 
help us God.”

The World War II era Heart-Shield Bible was made to 
fit securely in the chest pocket of an American soldier’s 
uniform. Its location served not only to keep the Bible 
close to the serviceman’s heart, but with its gold-plated 

steel cover, it served as a last line of defense against 
an enemy bullet.

In the back of each Heart-Shield Bible is a collection 
of hymns and patriotic songs including My Country ’Tis 
of Thee, America the Beautiful, and The Star-Spangled 
Banner.

Visitors to the Museum of the Bible will encounter 
this historically significant — shiny and solid — piece of 
American history.

A GOLD-PLATED, STEEL-COVERED PIECE 
OF AMERICAN HISTORY

Metal plates were securely attached to the front cover of 
the Heart-Shield Bible to stop a bullet from reaching the 
soldier’s heart … and they did so on several occasions. 
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Museum of the Bible had the great privilege recently 
of attending the 15th Annual Christian Solidarity Event 
at the Israeli Embassy in Washington, D.C. 

The gathering called for Christians to stand with Israel 
against all forms of anti-Semitism, especially against those 
who wish to see the State of Israel 
dissolved. This year’s program 
included passionate presentations 
from Israeli Ambassador Ron 
Dermer, President of Southern 
Evangelical Seminary Dr. Richard 
Land, and Museum of the Bible 
President Cary Summers. 

Museum of the Bible was 
featured prominently, displaying 
a three-case exhibit specifically 
designed for the event. “Selections 
from the Museum Collection” 
displayed several unique Jewish 
items, all destined for display 
in Washington, D.C., when the 
museum opens next year. 

Highlights in this special 
Jewish exhibit included the oldest 

complete Torah scroll in the collection, dating from the 
13th century; the oldest complete Jewish prayer book in 
the world, from the 9th century; and Codex Valmadonna I, 
the only Hebrew manuscript proven to have been created 
by the Jews of Norman England, dated to AD 1189.

As part of Museum of the 
Bible’s participation in the event, 
President Cary Summers had the 
pleasure of presenting a facsimile 
of the 9th century Jewish prayer 
book to Ambassador Dermer. 

The Ambassador declared to 
the crowd as he looked through 
the prayer book, “It’s our language; 
it’s the language we speak today. 
We were a people left for dead, a 
language that was dead, and we 
brought back to life this language 
that was only preserved in prayer. 
This will have a place in my office 
for everyone to remember that for 
Jewish people anywhere in the 
world, when they come to Israel, 
they’re coming home.”

TRAVELING EXHIBIT; 
STRENGTHENING BONDS

All people, all faiths, all 
traditions — engaging 

with the Bible
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What stands six feet tall, weighs 3,200 pounds… and 
peals in E-flat?

The Liberty Bell, the icon of American independence.

In 1752, the Pennsylvania State Assembly ordered a bell 
for the steeple of its State House, today’s Independence 
Hall. An inscription from Leviticus 25:10 wraps around 
the bell, declaring, “Proclaim LIBERTY throughout all the 
Land unto all the inhabitants thereof.”

The “Spirit of Liberty Bell” — or rather a replica 
of it manufactured at Whitechapel Foundry in London 
where the original was produced — was recently lifted 

into Museum of the Bible in Washington, D.C. Given its 
size and weight, our construction, design, and operation 
teams had to get this exciting piece set into its place 
early, making it the first exhibit item to enter the building. 

Residing in the “Bible in America” area on the Impact 
Floor, the bell will present visitors with a resounding 
image of the Bible’s impact on the history of the United 
States of America. 

As the countdown to opening continues, watch for 
us to reveal more of the exciting items that people of all 
ages, faiths, and backgrounds will be able to enjoy at 
Museum of the Bible.

THE FIRST EXHIBIT ITEM HAS 
ENTERED THE BUILDING!

Your partnership makes extraordinary exhibits 
like this possible. Thank you!
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A PERSONAL WORD
Dear Friend,

There’s no denying it 
— from the documents that 
help govern our country 
to inscriptions on its 
monuments and buildings 
— evidence of the major 
role the Bible has played 
in America is everywhere.

I’m happy to share with you in this issue of 
Explore! Museum of the Bible’s exciting plans to 
take museum visitors on a ‘flying tour’ of those 
sites and settings.

We will have the unique opportunity to welcome 
millions of people to consider the Bible’s history, 
narrative, and impact, both here at home and 
around the world. 

I invite you to partner with us in helping to 
complete and open Museum of the Bible to the 
public next year.

Your support today will help people of all faiths, 
traditions, and backgrounds engage with the Bible 
in a new and exciting way ... and for generations 
to come.

Thank you for joining this great effort!

Timothy Smith 
Chief Development Officer

Don’t forget to stay connected and read the latest from our leadership! Visit President 
Cary Summers’ blog (carysummers.com) and Chief Development Officer Tim Smith’s 
blog (timothylsmith.com) for unique perspectives on every facet of Museum of the Bible.

AN INSIDER’S LOOK...
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www.museumoftheBible.org




